I. Introduction
Entropic gravity [EV10] shows that both inertia and gravity are phenomena emergent on a holographic screen, while the classical concepts like position, velocity, acceleration, mass and force are far from obvious. From this premise, inertial force [3.5] can be easily derived as an entropic formula [3.3] by combining Unruh temperature [3.4] and the postulated variation of entropy near the holographic screen [3.2], linearized with respect to the reduced Compton wavelength bringing mass to the equation. Newton's law of gravity [3.9] is on the other hand recovered by further assuming a sphere partitioned into Planckian areas. Instead of the Unruh effect, the temperature is provided by the equipartition theorem [3.7] for a degree of freedom, multiplied by the number of these areas. Mass-energy equivalence [3.8] brings the 2 nd passive mass to the equation. Both ideas are noteworthy. So far the latter has been experimentally confirmed [MB16] .
The same entropic formula for Newton's law of gravity can also be derived, as shown in [SH10] , using an alternative entropy formula [1], the product of infinitesimal variation of the gravitational potential of the passive mass and an area of an equipotential surface, surrounding the active mass, that represents the holographic screen. Temperature [2] is provided by Hawking formula expressed as gradient of the gravitational potential of the active mass. This derivation is certainly compelling to those who share the Verlinde's view concerning the entropic origin of gravity and inertia, providing valuable hints that I would like to comment on in this paper.
II. The derivation
As illustrated in Fig. 1 a closed universe ℝ 3 having an edge ∂ℝ 3 contains a large mass, say a black hole, M. We now introduce an equipotential surface A surrounding M in a volume (A). A test-mass m << M is located in the background of the mass M in a volume (B) such that (A) + (B) = ℝ 3 and B = A  ∂ℝ 3 . For simplicity we could say that the universe is a sphere with M in its centre. The system can be described by Poisson's equation for gravity, expressed in terms of the gravitational potential  2 4 G
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(1) that holds on any equipotential surface C, so that using the divergence theorem 2 ( ) ( )
where  C is the derivative in direction of the normal vector on the surface C pointing outside the volume (C). A force F that an external agent would need to apply to change the test-mass location by some infinitesimal δx (doing work δW) equals to the corresponding change of the potential energy in volume (B)
where (1) is used to express the infinitesimal change in density δρ in the volume (B) containing m by the corresponding infinitesimal variation δ of the potential. Integrating instead over (B) = ℝ 3 -(A) we get   
These mathematical tricks conveniently allow to transform volume integration (containing  2 δ in (3)) over (B) defining the universe ℝ 3 with a hole (A) into surface integration (with just the δ) over the equipotential surface A, the holographic screen, defining just the hole, while discarding the universe along the way. We further know that both inertial (a), as well as gravitational acceleration (g) is related to temperature T according to Unruh or Hawking formulas Now plugging (6) and (8) into (4) we finally see that this is equal to Verlinde's formula for the entropic force
III. Comments on the derivation
Validity of the relation (9) for electrostatics is discussed in [SH10] considering two rescaled point charges q 1 and q 2 and an equipotential surface(s) with constant value  0 . If they were far away there would be two spherical ones, while by bringing them closer together a single  0 surface would be obtained having an area modified by the product 2q 1 q 2 of these charges. Contrary to masses this product would be negative for attracting charges. What is more however, its negative value would decrease the variation of entropy (7) as a function of  0 2 , instead of A, in the 2 nd situation. [SH10] concludes that interpretation of entropy (7) and temperature (6) in thermodynamical terms does not seem meaningful.
But this argument is flawed since this derivation is possible only if one interprets gravitational acceleration as a vector acting normal and inside the equipotential surface A according to (5), (6) and (9). This is the only requirement to reduce the equations (6) and (7) 4 2
This can be then extended beyond the horizon for arbitrary A and δ defining the variation of the gravitational potential. But it is meaningless for radii smaller than r BH so that assumption B of [SH10] that ℝ 3 is made up by the union of non-intersecting holographic screens is incorrect. One cannot define a holographic screen passing across a black hole. They would create gaps in such a holographised ℝ 3 . For this reason we could not have used neither the divergence theorem nor Green's second identity in this derivation. Therefore neither Verlinde's nor Hossenfelder's formula should be considered as an entropic explanation of any inverse-square law that is physically observed. It certainly does not make much sense for electrodynamics [SH10] . Let us compare the formula (7) with the formula [3.2] for change in entropy proposed in [EV10] linearized with respect to the reduced Compton wavelength ƛ C 2 2
Recall that (11) is more versatile as it enables to derive the inertial force F = ma taking a from the Unruh temperature (5), while (7) is based on the gravitational potential. While integrating over an equipotential surface A we can pull T before the integral in (9)
so that just the variation of entropy (7) can be integrated over A. If we now assume that the variation of the potential on A has the form δ Aδx = -Gm/δx and A is a sphere of radius δx, by plugging it into (7) [SH10] and may at the first glance seem controversial: at the beginning of this derivation A surrounds mass M, as shown in Fig. 1 , and this should have nothing to do with δx. Yet, after the derivation is completed A represents solely the holographic screen stretched between m and M and, as we already noted, any geometric considerations concerning the structure of ℝ 3 (or ℝ N≥3 ) are void. We also clearly need a finite number of bits, N A , that the holographic screen A can provide. Entropy is a measure of information (even if it is the missing information [ABN08]) and the information is measured in bits. Each bit n is by definition [GH93] , [EV10] 
A degree of freedom is the only one property of ℓ P 2 on the screen and the equipartition theorem is thus recovered with N δx denoting the number of bits on the screen A that must be set to one to reflect the arithmetic mean value of the variation of the potential δ Aδx = -Gm/δx per N A bits of A. As we see, the entropic formula (13) is more general than Verlinde's entropic formula (11); the latter applies only to the mean variation of the potential δ Aδx = -Gm/δx on the spherical screen of radius δx where all bits N δx are set to one We should ask here about the size and the meaning of N A and N δx . The smallest conceivable spherical screen having diameter of ℓ P provides N =  bits. This is slightly more than necessary to prove the Ugly Duckling theorem (at least three bits are required) but it does not seem to be enough to meaningfully encode the variation of the potential of mass m. Table 1 lists the properties of a few spheres scaled w/r/t their diameter D expressed in d multiples of ℓ P , along with the number of bits N they provide, the mean variation of the potential δ Aδx (15) (for  = 1; for 0 ≤  < 1 it would be closer to 0) they would generate and masses m of black holes having diameters D = dℓ P . The smallest two spheres having diameter lower than 8 provide the mean variation of the potential (15) which is lower than black hole potential at the horizon of -0.5c 2 so they cannot be meaningfully analysed. They cannot be meaningfully analysed also because constraining (16) by demanding that δxƛ C > ℓ P 2 yields δ Aδx > -c 2 which requires d > 2. Recall that the reduced Compton wavelength is an irrational number so "at least ℓ P 2 " condition would be insufficient. On the other hand the largest mass providing the reduced Compton wavelength that would be larger than Planck length bounding the black-body radiation curve is Planck mass. Therefore we should safely assume that the smallest N is 16 > 50 bits.
Furthermore we cannot meaningfully assign the variation of the potential δ produced by wiggling the location of mass m to a single ℓ P 2 . Certainly even an electron relocated by an external agent by δx against (1) would require more than one ℓ P 2 to represent its δ on a holographic screen and the -bit singularity discussed above has the minimum potential of -4c 2 . Potential, just like density ρ relates the notion of mass with the notion of space and all N δx bits are set to one only at the horizon of the black hole M in our model. More distant equipotential surfaces A provide larger N A enabling more diversified distributions of bits.
IV. Inertial potential
In our simplified model of a spherical universe mass M has already found its thermodynamic equilibrium in its centre, defining spatial, spherically symmetric functions (r) = -GM/r and ρ(r) satisfying (1). The 2 nd mass m, and all the subsequent masses m that we would introduce to this model (recall that for simplicity we consider m << M) will assume the same equilibrium in a free fall process induced by the gradient of , unless an external agent, a thermodynamically dissipative structure in general, does an entropic work (9) to prevent it (obviously such an external agent might as well help the 2 nd mass m to reach the equilibrium by doing negative work). Only this agent's action introduces the notion of time into our considerations. Time emerges if an entropic work is done and there is no reason to talk about entropy if such a dissipative structure is absent. Though the equations of motion in abstract Newtonian dynamics are mathematically reversible when the time variable t is replaced by -t, it is not an observed behaviour of objects modelled by these equations. Gravity and inertia appear to be reversible, but their origin is also entropic. According to principles of the General Theory of Relativity [GW15] inertia and weight are identical in nature (Equivalence Principle) and should be derived from an interaction of all bodies in the universe (Mach's Principle). Potential could be thus gravitational or inertial. Of course in the case of gravity we will perceive and model any equipotential surface A surrounding a spherical mass M also as spherical, as shown in Fig. 1 . But let us conceptually flatten this model. Fig. 2(a) illustrates a mass m in a state of a timeless free fall on M. It does not do any entropic work so all N A bits on A are set to zero. If it was possible to introduce the notion of time t to this picture we could have imagined that m moves towards M crossing adjoining diminishing equipotential surfaces A t , each providing corresponding and even more rapidly diminishing number of bits (N A  R A 2 ), on which  A  = GM/R A 2 increases as R A gets smaller. Though the whole system of M and m evolves towards thermodynamic equilibrium it has nothing to do with an entropic force. Per analogy to quantum theory, the state of the system is pure. The variation of entropy (7), (11), (13) just like the von Neumann entropy, quantifies the departure of the system from a pure state, otherwise it vanishes. Fig. 2(c) illustrate an entropic work δW done by an external agent on mass m to take it by δx from an equipotential surface A to another surface equipotential w/r/t M. It is possible, but not necessary, that this another surface has a different number of bits than the free fall surface. But this is not important. Entropic work is provided only by the variations of potential induced by the 2 nd mass m disobeying Poisson's equation for gravity (1). Fig. 2(b) shows that black holes can be thought of as external agents doing entropic work and illustrates the black hole information paradox: even if each ℓ P 2 on the screen A is addressable they are all set to one and the reconstruction of information passing the black hole horizon is impossible. Fig. 2(c) illustrates negative entropic work done against (1) by a dissipative structure, such as planet m. The situation depicted in Fig. 2(d) should thus also be taken into account. Fig. 2(d) illustrates positive entropic work when m accelerates and no background mass M is present. If the acceleration is constant A will emerge as a surface of constant a that expressed as gradient of the inertial potential  A  (5), (6) will provide corresponding, conceptual 
We see that acceleration a of m produces not only the conceptual M but also corresponding changes δ n of N A bits on any equipotential surface A surrounding this conceptual M. Situations depicted in Figs. 2(b-d) are thus identical in nature. R A is just an artificial spatial coordinate that enables to introduce the notion of temperature generating potential (6). Like in a Bénard-Rayleigh convection a heat transfer (6) must be present for the entropic work. Each non-zero δ n can be thought of as a deviation of m from the path towards the equilibrium defined by (1). The theorem of minimum entropy production expresses a kind of "inertia". When the boundary conditions prevent the system (of M and m) from going to equilibrium it does the next best thing; it goes to a state of minimum entropy production-that is, to a state as close to equilibrium as "possible" [PS84] .
One might object this oversimplified model of a universe containing only two masses M and m. Indeed in a universe containing just two perfect spheres, Lagrangian points would be ill defined [SH10] . But this does not hold true for any imperfect universe containing more than two dissipative structures. On the other hand, only two qubits suffice to demonstrate all the bizarre aspects of quantum theory.
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